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Abstract

simrec allows simulation of recurrent event data following the multiplicative intensity
model described in Andersen and Gill [1] with the baseline hazard being a function of the
total/calendar time. To induce between-subject-heterogeneity a random effect covariate
(frailty term) can be incorporated. Furthermore, via simreccomp simulation of data
following a multistate model with recurrent event data of one type and a competing
event is possible. simrecint gives the possibility to additionally simulate a recruitment
time for each individual and cut the data to an interim data set. With simrecPlot and
simreccompPlot the data can be plotted.
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1. Introduction

The simrec package includes the functions simrec, simreccomp and simrecint and allows
simulation of recurrent event data. To induce between-subject-heterogeneity a random effect
covariate (frailty term) can be incorporated. Via simreccomp time-to-event data that follow
a multistate model with recurrent event data of one type and a competing event can be
simulated. Data output is in the counting-process format. simrecint gives the possibility to
additionally simulate a recruitment time for each individual and cut the data to an interim
data set. With simrecPlot and simreccompPlot the data can be plotted.

2. simrec

Description

The function simrec allows simulation of recurrent event data following the multiplicative
intensity model described in Andersen and Gill [1] with the baseline hazard being a function of
the total/calendar time. To induce between-subject-heterogeneity a random effect covariate
(frailty term) can be incorporated. Data for individual i are generated according to the
intensity process

Yi(t) · λ0(t) · Zi · exp(βtXi),

where Xi defines the covariate vector and β the regression coefficient vector. λ0(t) denotes
the baseline hazard, being a function of the total/calendar time t, and Yi(t) the predictable
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process that equals one as long as individual i is under observation and at risk for experiencing
events. Zi denotes the frailty variable with (Zi)i iid with E(Zi) = 1 and V ar(Zi) = θ. The
parameter θ describes the degree of between-subject-heterogeneity. Data output is in the
counting process format.

R> simrec(N, fu.min, fu.max, cens.prob = 0, dist.x = "binomial", par.x = 0,

+ beta.x = 0, dist.z = "gamma", par.z = 0, dist.rec, par.rec, pfree = 0,

+ dfree = 0)

Parameters

• N Number of individuals

• fu.min Minimum length of follow-up.

• fu.max Maximum length of follow-up. Individuals length of follow-up is generated from
a uniform distribution on [fu.min, fu.max]. If fu.min=fu.max, then all individuals
have a common follow-up.

• cens.prob Gives the probability of being censored due to loss to follow-up before
fu.max. For a random set of individuals defined by a B(N,cens.prob)-distribution,
the time to censoring is generated from a uniform distribution on [0, fu.max]. De-
fault is cens.prob=0, i.e. no censoring due to loss to follow-up.

• dist.x Distribution of the covariate(s) X. If there is more than one covariate, dist.x
must be a vector of distributions with one entry for each covariate. Possible values are
"binomial" and "normal", default is dist.x="binomial".

• par.x Parameters of the covariate distribution(s). For "binomial", par.x is the proba-
bility for x = 1. For "normal", par.x=c(µ, σ) where µ is the mean and σ is the standard
deviation of a normal distribution. If one of the covariates is defined to be normally
distributed, par.x must be a list, e.g. dist.x <- c("binomial", "normal") and
par.x <- list(0.5, c(1,2)). Default is par.x=0, i.e. x = 0 for all individuals.

• beta.x Regression coefficient(s) for the covariate(s) x. If there is more than one covari-
ate, beta.x must be a vector of coefficients with one entry for each covariate. simrec

generates as many covariates as there are entries in beta.x. Default is beta.x=0, cor-
responding to no effect of the covariate x.

• dist.z Distribution of the frailty variable Z with E(Z) = 1 and V ar(Z) = θ. Possible
values are "gamma" for a Gamma distributed frailty and "lognormal" for a lognormal
distributed frailty. Default is dist.z="gamma".

• par.z Parameter θ for the frailty distribution: this parameter gives the variance of the
frailty variable Z. Default is par.z=0, which causes Z ≡ 1, i.e. no frailty effect.

• dist.rec Form of the baseline hazard function. Possible values are "weibull" or
"gompertz" or "lognormal" or "step".
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• par.rec Parameters for the distribution of the event data.
If dist.rec="weibull" the hazard function is

λ0(t) = λ · ν · tν−1,

where λ > 0 is the scale and ν > 0 is the shape parameter. Then par.rec=c(λ, ν). A
special case of this is the exponential distribution for ν = 1.
If dist.rec="gompertz", the hazard function is

λ0(t) = λ · exp(αt),

where λ > 0 is the scale and α ∈ (−∞,+∞) is the shape parameter. Then par.rec=c(λ, α).
If dist.rec="lognormal", the hazard function is

λ0(t) =
1

σt
·
φ( ln(t)−µσ )

Φ(−ln(t)−µσ )
,

where φ is the probability density function and Φ is the cumulative distribution func-
tion of the standard normal distribution, µ ∈ (−∞,+∞) is a location parameter and
σ > 0 is a shape parameter. Then par.rec=c(µ, σ). Please note, that specifying
dist.rec="lognormal" together with some covariates does not specify the usual log-
normal model (with covariates specified as effects on the parameters of the lognormal
distribution resulting in non-proportional hazards), but only defines the baseline hazard
and incorporates covariate effects using the proportional hazard assumption.
If dist.rec="step" the hazard function is

λ0(t) =

{
a, t ≤ t1
b, t > t1

Then par.rec=c(a, b, t1), with a, b ≥ 0.

• pfree Probability that after experiencing an event the individual is not at risk for
experiencing further events for a length of dfree time units. Default is pfree=0.

• dfree Length of the risk-free interval. Must be in the same time unit as fu.max. Default
is dfree=0, i.e. the individual is continously at risk for experiencing events until end of
follow-up.

Output

The output is a data.frame consisting of the columns:

• id An integer number for identification of each individual

• x or x.V1, x.V2, ... - depending on the covariate matrix. Contains the randomly
generated value of the covariate(s) X for each individual.

• z Contains the randomly generated value of the frailty variable Z for each individual.
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• start The start of interval [start, stop], when the individual starts to be at risk for
a next event.

• stop The time of an event or censoring, i.e. the end of interval [start, stop].

• status An indicator of whether an event occured at time stop (status=1) or the
individual is censored at time stop (status=0).

• fu Length of follow-up period [0,fu] for each individual.

For each individual there are as many lines as it experiences events, plus one line if being
censored. The data format corresponds to the counting process format.

Details

Data are simulated by extending the methods proposed by Bender et al [2] to the multiplicative
intensity model.

Example

R> library(simrec)

R> ### Example:

R> ### A sample of 10 individuals

R>

R> N <- 10

R>

R> ### with a binomially distributed covariate with a regression coefficient

R> ### of beta=0.3, and a standard normally distributed covariate with a

R> ### regression coefficient of beta=0.2,

R>

R> dist.x <- c("binomial", "normal")

R> par.x <- list(0.5, c(0,1))

R> beta.x <- c(0.3, 0.2)

R>

R> ### a gamma distributed frailty variable with variance 0.25

R>

R> dist.z <- "gamma"

R> par.z <- 0.25

R>

R> ### and a Weibull-shaped baseline hazard with shape parameter lambda=1

R> ### and scale parameter nu=2.

R>

R> dist.rec <- "weibull"

R> par.rec <- c(1,2)

R>

R> ### Subjects are to be followed for two years with 20\% of the subjects

R> ### being censored according to a uniformly distributed censoring time

R> ### within [0,2] (in years).

R>

R> fu.min <- 2

R> fu.max <- 2
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R> cens.prob <- 0.2

R>

R> ### After each event a subject is not at risk for experiencing further events

R> ### for a period of 30 days with a probability of 50\%.

R>

R> dfree <- 30/365

R> pfree <- 0.5

R>

R> simdata <- simrec(N, fu.min, fu.max, cens.prob, dist.x, par.x, beta.x,

+ dist.z, par.z, dist.rec, par.rec, pfree, dfree)

R> print(simdata[1:10,])

## id x.V1 x.V2 z start stop status fu

## 1 1 0 0.4632508 1.5513600 0.0000000 0.5196717 0 0.5196717

## 3 2 1 -1.6330421 0.8292037 0.0000000 0.3055292 1 2.0000000

## 4 2 1 -1.6330421 0.8292037 0.3055292 0.7849945 1 2.0000000

## 5 2 1 -1.6330421 0.8292037 0.8671863 1.6183470 1 2.0000000

## 6 2 1 -1.6330421 0.8292037 1.7005388 1.7854382 1 2.0000000

## 7 2 1 -1.6330421 0.8292037 1.7854382 1.8587427 1 2.0000000

## 8 2 1 -1.6330421 0.8292037 1.8587427 1.8987070 1 2.0000000

## 9 2 1 -1.6330421 0.8292037 1.9808988 2.0000000 0 2.0000000

## 10 3 1 -0.1440577 1.5276671 0.0000000 0.9931552 1 2.0000000

## 11 3 1 -0.1440577 1.5276671 1.0753470 1.5924459 1 2.0000000

3. simreccomp

Description

The function simreccomp allows simulation of time-to-event-data that follow a multistate-
model with recurrent events of one type and a competing event. The baseline hazard for
the cause-specific hazards are here functions of the total/calendar time. To induce between-
subject-heterogeneity a random effect covariate (frailty term) can be incorporated for the
recurrent and the competing event.
Data for the recurrent events of the individual i are generated according to the cause-specific
hazards

λ0r(t) · Zri · exp(βtrXi),

where Xi defines the covariate vector and βr the regression coefficient vector. λ0r(t) denotes
the baseline hazard, being a function of the total/calendar time t and Zri denotes the frailty
variables with (Zri)i iid with E(Zri) = 1 and V ar(Zri) = θr. The parameter θr describes the
degree of between-subject-heterogeneity for the recurrent event.
Analougously the competing event is generated according to the cause-specific hazard condi-
tionally on the frailty variable and covariates:

λ0c(t) · Zci · exp(βtcXi)

Data output is in the counting process format.
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R> simreccomp(N, fu.min, fu.max, cens.prob=0, dist.x="binomial", par.x=0,

+ beta.xr=0, beta.xc=0, dist.zr="gamma", par.zr=0, a=NULL,

+ dist.zc=NULL, par.zc=NULL, dist.rec, par.rec,

+ dist.comp, par.comp, pfree=0, dfree=0)

Parameters

• N Number of individuals

• fu.min Minimum length of follow-up.

• fu.max Maximum length of follow-up. Individuals length of follow-up is generated from
a uniform distribution on [fu.min, fu.max]. If fu.min=fu.max, then all individuals
have a common follow-up.

• cens.prob Gives the probability of being censored due to loss to follow-up before
fu.max. For a random set of individuals defined by a B(N,cens.prob)-distribution,
the time to censoring is generated from a uniform distribution on [0, fu.max]. De-
fault is cens.prob=0, i.e. no censoring due to loss to follow-up.

• dist.x Distribution of the covariate(s) X. If there is more than one covariate, dist.x
must be a vector of distributions with one entry for each covariate. Possible values are
"binomial" and "normal", default is dist.x="binomial".

• par.x Parameters of the covariate distribution(s). For "binomial", par.x is the proba-
bility for x = 1. For "normal", par.x=c(µ, σ) where µ is the mean and σ is the standard
deviation of a normal distribution. If one of the covariates is defined to be normally
distributed, par.x must be a list, e.g. dist.x <- c("binomial", "normal") and
par.x <- list(0.5, c(1,2)). Default is par.x=0, i.e. x = 0 for all individuals.

• beta.xr Regression coefficient(s) for the covariate(s) x corresponding to the recurrent
events. If there is more than one covariate, beta.xr must be a vector of coefficients
with one entry for each covariate. simreccomp generates as many covariates as there are
entries in beta.xr. Default is beta.xr=0, corresponding to no effect of the covariate x
on the recurrent events.

• beta.xc Regression coefficient(s) for the covariate(s) x corresponding to the competing
event. If there is more than one covariate, beta.xc must be a vector of coefficients with
one entry for each covariate. Default is beta.xc=0, corresponding to no effect of the
covariate x on the competing event.

• dist.zr Distribution of the frailty variable Zr for the recurrent events with E(Zr) = 1
and V ar(Zr) = θr. Possible values are "gamma" for a Gamma distributed frailty and
"lognormal" for a lognormal distributed frailty. Default is dist.zr="gamma".

• par.zr Parameter θr for the frailty distribution: this parameter gives the variance of
the frailty variable Zr. Default is par.zr=0, which causes Zr ≡ 1, i.e. no frailty effect
for the recurrent events.
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• dist.zc Distribution of the frailty variable Zc for the competing event with E(Zc) = 1
and V ar(Zc) = θr. Possible values are "gamma" for a Gamma distributed frailty and
"lognormal" for a lognormal distributed frailty.

• par.zc Parameter θc for the frailty distribution: this parameter gives the variance of
the frailty variable Zc.

• a Alternatively, the frailty distribution for the competing event can be computed through
the distribution of the frailty variable Zr by Zc = Zar . Either a or dist.zc and par.zc

must be specified.

• dist.rec Form of the baseline hazard function for the recurrent events. Possible values
are "weibull" or "gompertz" or "lognormal" or "step".

• par.rec Parameters for the distribution of the recurrent event data.
If dist.rec="weibull" the hazard function is

λ0(t) = λ · ν · tν−1,

where λ > 0 is the scale and ν > 0 is the shape parameter. Then par.rec=c(λ, ν). A
special case of this is the exponential distribution for ν = 1.
If dist.rec="gompertz", the hazard function is

λ0(t) = λ · exp(αt),

where λ > 0 is the scale and α ∈ (−∞,+∞) is the shape parameter. Then par.rec=c(λ, α).
If dist.rec="lognormal", the hazard function is

λ0(t) =
1

σt
·
φ( ln(t)−µσ )

Φ(−ln(t)−µσ )
,

where φ is the probability density function and Φ is the cumulative distribution func-
tion of the standard normal distribution, µ ∈ (−∞,+∞) is a location parameter and
σ > 0 is a shape parameter. Then par.rec=c(µ, σ). Please note, that specifying
dist.rec="lognormal" together with some covariates does not specify the usual log-
normal model (with covariates specified as effects on the parameters of the lognormal
distribution resulting in non-proportional hazards), but only defines the baseline hazard
and incorporates covariate effects using the proportional hazard assumption.
If dist.rec="step" the hazard function is

λ0(t) =

{
a, t ≤ t1
b, t > t1

Then par.rec=c(a, b, t1), with a, b ≥ 0.

• dist.comp Form of the baseline hazard function for the competing event. Possible
values are "weibull" or "gompertz" or "lognormal" or "step".

• par.comp Parameters for the distribution of the competing event data. For more details
see par.rec.
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• pfree Probability that after experiencing an event the individual is not at risk for
experiencing further events for a length of dfree time units. Default is pfree=0.

• dfree Length of the risk-free interval. Must be in the same time unit as fu.max. Default
is dfree=0, i.e. the individual is continously at risk for experiencing events until end of
follow-up.

Output

The output is a data.frame consisting of the columns:

• id An integer number for identification of each individual

• x or x.V1, x.V2, ... - depending on the covariate matrix. Contains the randomly
generated value of the covariate(s) X for each individual.

• zr Contains the randomly generated value of the frailty variable Zr for each individual.

• zc Contains the randomly generated value of the frailty variable Zc for each individual.

• start The start of interval [start, stop], when the individual starts to be at risk for
a next event.

• stop The time of an event or censoring, i.e. the end of interval [start, stop].

• status An indicator of whether an event occured at time stop (status=1) or the
individual is censored at time stop (status=0) or the competing event occured at time
stop (status=2).

• fu Length of follow-up period [0,fu] for each individual.

For each individual there are as many lines as it experiences events, plus one line if being
censored. The data format corresponds to the counting process format.

Example

R> library(simrec)

R> ### Example:

R> ### A sample of 10 individuals

R>

R> N <- 10

R>

R> ### with a binomially distributed covariate and a standard normally distributed

R> ### covariate with regression coefficients of beta.xr=0.3 and beta.xr=0.2,

R> ### respectively, for the recurrent events,

R> ### as well as regression coefficients of beta.xc=0.5 and beta.xc=0.25,

R> ### respectively, for the competing event.

R>

R> dist.x <- c("binomial", "normal")

R> par.x <- list(0.5, c(0,1))
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R> beta.xr <- c(0.3, 0.2)

R> beta.xc <- c(0.5,0.25)

R>

R> ### a gamma distributed frailty variable for the recurrent event with

R> ### variance 0.25 and for the competing event with variance 0.3,

R>

R> dist.zr <- "gamma"

R> par.zr <- 0.25

R>

R> dist.zc <- "gamma"

R> par.zc <- 0.3

R>

R> ### alternatively the frailty variable for the competing event can be computed

R> ### via a:

R> a <- 0.5

R>

R> ### Furthermore a Weibull-shaped baseline hazard for the recurrent event with

R> ### shape parameter lambda=1 and scale parameter nu=2,

R>

R> dist.rec <- "weibull"

R> par.rec <- c(1,2)

R>

R> ### and a Weibull-shaped baseline hazard for the competing event with

R> ### shape parameter lambda=1 and scale parameter nu=2

R>

R> dist.comp <- "weibull"

R> par.comp <- c(1,2)

R>

R> ### Subjects are to be followed for two years with 20% of the subjects

R> ### being censored according to a uniformly distributed censoring time

R> ### within [0,2] (in years).

R>

R> fu.min <- 2

R> fu.max <- 2

R> cens.prob <- 0.2

R>

R> ### After each event a subject is not at risk for experiencing further events

R> ### for a period of 30 days with a probability of 50%.

R>

R> dfree <- 30/365

R> pfree <- 0.5

R>

R> simdata1 <- simreccomp(N=N, fu.min=fu.min, fu.max=fu.max, cens.prob=cens.prob,

+ dist.x=dist.x, par.x=par.x, beta.xr=beta.xr,

+ beta.xc=beta.xc, dist.zr=dist.zr, par.zr=par.zr, a=a,

+ dist.rec=dist.rec, par.rec=par.rec, dist.comp=dist.comp,

+ par.comp=par.comp, pfree= pfree, dfree=dfree)

R> simdata2 <- simreccomp(N=N, fu.min=fu.min, fu.max=fu.max, cens.prob=cens.prob,

+ dist.x=dist.x, par.x=par.x, beta.xr=beta.xr,

+ beta.xc=beta.xc, dist.zr=dist.zr, par.zr=par.zr,

+ dist.zc=dist.zc, par.zc=par.zc, dist.rec=dist.rec,

+ par.rec=par.rec, dist.comp=dist.comp,
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+ par.comp=par.comp, pfree= pfree, dfree=dfree)

R>

R> print(simdata1[1:10,])

R> #print(simdata2[1:10,])

## id x.V1 x.V2 zr zc start stop status fu

## 1 1 0 -1.1223344 0.7607085 0.8721860 0.0000000 0.6586805 1 2.0000000

## 2 1 0 -1.1223344 0.7607085 0.8721860 0.7408723 1.5378599 1 2.0000000

## 3 1 0 -1.1223344 0.7607085 0.8721860 1.6200517 1.6824364 1 2.0000000

## 4 1 0 -1.1223344 0.7607085 0.8721860 1.7646281 2.0000000 0 2.0000000

## 5 2 1 -2.2036233 0.8600286 0.9273773 0.0000000 0.1458928 1 2.0000000

## 6 2 1 -2.2036233 0.8600286 0.9273773 0.2280846 0.4804898 1 2.0000000

## 7 2 1 -2.2036233 0.8600286 0.9273773 0.4804898 0.7651765 1 2.0000000

## 8 2 1 -2.2036233 0.8600286 0.9273773 0.7651765 0.8744282 2 2.0000000

## 12 3 1 1.2582020 0.4064005 0.6374955 0.0000000 1.0823624 2 2.0000000

## 16 4 1 -0.1706917 0.6195322 0.7871037 0.0000000 0.1409762 0 0.1409762

4. simrecint

Description

With this function previously simulated data (for example simulated by the use of simrec
or simreccomp) can be cut to an interim data set. The simulated data must be in patient
time (i.e. time since the patient entered the study, for an example see below), and must be
in the counting process format. Furthermore the dataset must have the variables id, start,
stop and status, like data simulated by the use of simrec or simreccomp. Then for every
individual additionally a recruitment time is generated in study time (i.e. time since start of
the study, for an example see below), which is uniformly distributed on [0, tR]. The timing
of the interim analysis tI is set in study time and data are being cut to all data, that are
available at the interim analysis. If you only wish to simulate a recruitment time, tI can be
set to tR + fu.max or something else beyond the end of the study.

Simulated data in patient time:

individual

patient time

1

2

3

4
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Simulated data in study time with time of interim analysis (tI), end of recruitment period
(tR) and end of study

individual

study time

1

2

3

4

event

5

end of recruitment (tR)

interim analysis (tI)

end of study

R> simrecint(data, N, tR, tI)

Parameters

• data Previously generated data (in patient time), that shall be cut to interim data

• N Number of individuals, for which data was generated

• tR Length of the recruitment period (in study time)

• tI Timing of the interim analysis (in study time)

Output

The output is a data.frame consisting of the columns, that were put into, and additionally
the following columns:

• rectime The recruitment time for each individual (in study time).

• interimtime The time of the interim analysis tI (in study time).

• stop_study The stopping time for each event in study time.

Individuals that are not already recruited at the interim analysis are left out here.

Example
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R> ### Example - see example for simrec

R> library(simrec)

R> N <- 10

R> dist.x <- c("binomial", "normal")

R> par.x <- list(0.5, c(0,1))

R> beta.x <- c(0.3, 0.2)

R> dist.z <- "gamma"

R> par.z <- 0.25

R> dist.rec <- "weibull"

R> par.rec <- c(1,2)

R> fu.min <- 2

R> fu.max <- 2

R> cens.prob <- 0.2

R>

R> simdata <- simrec(N, fu.min, fu.max, cens.prob, dist.x, par.x, beta.x, dist.z,

+ par.z, dist.rec, par.rec)

R>

R> ### Now simulate for each patient a recruitment time in [0,tR=2]

R> ### and cut data to the time of the interim analysis at tI=1:

R>

R> simdataint <- simrecint(simdata, N=N, tR=2, tI=1)

R> # print(simdataint) # only run for small N!

5. Plotting the Data

Description

The functions simrecPlot and simreccompPlot allow plotting of recurrent event data, pos-
sibly with a competing event.

R> simrecPlot(simdata, id = "id", start = "start", Stop = "stop", status = "status")

R> simreccompPlot(simdata, id = "id", start = "start", Stop = "stop", status = "status")

Parameters

• data A data set of recurrent event data to be plotted.
The input-data must include columns corresponding to:

– id = patient-ID

– start = beginning of an interval where the patient is at risk for an event

– stop = end of the interval due to an event or censoring

– status = an indicator of the patient status at stop with = 0 censoring, 1 = event
for simrecPlot and additionally 2 = competing event for simreccompPlot

• id the name of the id column, default is "id"
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• start the name of the start column, default is "start"

• Stop the name of the stop column, default is "stop"

• status the name of the status column, default is "status"

Output

The output is a plot of the data with a bullet (•) indicating a recurrent event, a circle (◦)
indicating censoring and × indicating the competing event.

Example

R> # simrecPlot(simdata)

R> simreccompPlot(simdata1)

0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0

event history of patients

time

pa
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nt

1

2
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4
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